Measurement of q̂ in RHI collisions using di-hadron
correlations
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In the BDMPSZ model, the energy loss of an outgoing parton in a medium −dE/dx is the transport coefficient q̂ times L the length traveled. This results in jet quenching, which is well established. However BDMPSZ also predicts an azimuthal broadening of di-jets also proportional to
q̂L which has so far not been observed. The azimuthal width of the di-hadron correlations in p+p
collisions, beyond the fragmentation transverse momentum, jT , is dominated by kT , the so-called
intrinsic transverse momentum of a parton in a nucleon, which can be measured. The broadening
should produce a larger kT in A+A than in p+p collisions. This presentation introduces the observation that the kT measured in p+p collisions for di-hadrons with pT t and pTa must be reduced
to compensate for the energy loss of both the trigger and away parent partons when comparing
to the kT measured with the same di-hadron pT t and pTa in A+A collisions. This idea is applied
√
to a recent STAR di-hadron measurement in Au+Au at sNN =200 GeV, Phys. Lett. B 760, 689
(2016), with result < q̂L >= 2.1 ± 0.6 GeV2 . This is more precise but in agreement with a theo2
retical calculation of < q̂L >= 14+42
−14 GeV using the same data. Assuming a length < L >≈ 7 fm
for central Au+Au collisions the present result gives q̂ ≈ 0.30 ± 0.09 GeV2 /fm, in fair agreement
with the JET collaboration result from single hadron suppression of q̂ ≈ 1.2 ± 0.3 GeV2 /fm at an
√
initial time τ0 = 0.6 fm/c in Au+Au collisions at sNN = 200 GeV. There are several interesting
details to be discussed: for a given pT t the < q̂L > seems to decrease then vanish with increasing
pTa ; the di-jet spends a much longer time in the medium (≈ 7 fm/c) then τ0 = 0.6 fm/c which
likely affects the value of q̂ that would be observed.
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1. Jet Quenching: the first QCD based prediction BDMPSZ [1]
The first prediction of how to detect the QGP was via J/Ψ suppression [2] in 1986. However
the first QCD based prediction for detecting the QGP was BDMPSZ Jet Quenching [1]. This is
produced by the energy loss, via LPM coherent radiation of gluons, of an outgoing parton with
color charge fully exposed in a medium with a large density of similarly exposed color charges (i.e.
the QGP) (Fig. 1a). Jet quenching was observed quite early at RHIC by suppression of high pT
π 0 [3], with lots of subsequent evidence (Fig. 1b). It is interesting to note that all identified hadrons
generally have different RAA for pT ≤ 5 GeV/c but tend to converge to the same value for pT >
∼5
GeV/c. The fact that direct-γ are not suppressed indicates that suppression is a medium effect on
outgoing color-charged partons as predicted by BDMPSZ [1].
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length L, is proportional to the total 4-momentum transfer-squared,
RAA ( pT ) =q (L), with2theπform:
coupled than QGP@ LHC.
−dE
TAA d σ pp /dpT dy
' αs hq2 (L)i = αs µ 2 L/λmfp = αs q̂ L
(1.1)
dx

where µ, is the mean momentum transfer per
collision, and the transport coefficient
q̂ = µ 2 /λ 44
Erice 2015
M. J. Tannenbaum mfp
is the 4-momentum-transfer-squared to the medium per mean free path, λmfp .
(II) Additionally, the accumulated momentum-squared,
p2⊥W transverse to a parton traversing a
€
length L in the medium is well approximated by
D E
2
hq̂Li /2 = kT2 AA − k0 T
p2⊥W ≈ hq2 (L)i = q̂ L
so that
(1.2)
pp

since only the component of p2⊥W ⊥ to the scattering plane affects kT . This is called azimuthal
broadening. Here (see Fig. 2) kT denotes the intrinsic transverse momentum of a parton in a proton
plus any medium effect and k0 T denotes the reduced value correcting for the lost energy of the
scattered partons in the QGP, a new idea this year [4].
1
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Figure 2: Initial configuration: trigger jet p̂T t , associated (away) jet p̂Ta with kT effect (dashed arrow) and fragments
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pT t and pTa , with fragmentation transverse momentum jTy , and pout = pTa sin(π − ∆φ ).
probes the distribution of intra-jet energy flow transverse to the jet axis [3, 4, 5, 1]. For jets in heavy ion
collisions, such ratios provide experimentally robust observables of the modification of intra-jet structure
due to quenching, [1]. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of corrected recoil jet yields for R=0.2 and R=0.5
(upper panels) and their ratio (lower panels), for peripheral and central Au+Au collisions. In the region
Even though jet quenching
has been established and confirmed for more than 15 years, many
pch
T,jet > 10 GeV/c, the weight of the distribution is lower for central than for peripheral collisions, suggesting
medium-induced
intra-jet broadening
within
angle
R<
current
bands are also
experiments have tried to find
azimuthal broadening
at RHIC
e.g.
Fig.
3 0.5.
[5],However,
[6], but the
have
not uncertainty
been
consistent
with
absence
of
medium-induced
broadening
in
this
range.
A
similar
picture
is
obtained
from
able to observe the effect because of systematic uncertainties.
current measurents of Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC [1].
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Distribution of ∆ϕ for two bins in uncorrected jet energy in peripheral (left) and central (right) Au+Au collisions at
Figure 3: a) STAR measurementFig.
of4.the
Gaussian widths σ of away-side hadron peaks triggered by a jet in collisions
GeV. Uncorrelated yield has beenAS
subtracted, but jet energy is not corrected for instrumental and background eﬀects.

√

sNN =200

√
of Au+Au (solid symbols) and p+p (open symbols) at sNN =200 GeV [5]. b) Away-peaks in STAR di-jet measurement
√
=200 GeV: (left)
peripheral,
central
collisions,
with theemitted
same σat[6].
for two p̂T t ranges in Au+Au at sNNAcoplanarity
of a di-jet
pair in(right)
vacuum
arises
from radiation
angles greater than R to the
jet centroid. In heavy ion collisions, medium-induced di-jet acoplanarity may also occur [6, 7]. At suﬃciently large angular deviation, hard scattering oﬀ quasi-particles in the medium (the QCD analog to Molière
scattering) may dominate the angular distribution between trigger axis and recoil jet, with soft multiple scattering
processes being sub-dominant [6]. Such measurements could discriminate between a
1.1 Understanding kT and
k0 T .andthatradiative
medium
has discrete quasi-particles, and one that is eﬀectively continuous at the Q2 scale being probed
Following the methods[6].
of Feynman,Field and Fox [7], CCOR [8] and PHENIX [9], the kT2
Figure 4 shows the first search for QCD Molière scattering at RHIC. The ∆ϕ distribution of recoil jets
for di-hadrons is computed (Eq.
from2)Fig.
2 as:for two bins at low jet energy in peripheral and central collisions, for jets with R=0.3 . In
is shown
this case, uncorrelated
s background is corrected by subtraction of the ME distribution, but the jet energy is
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not
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p2 −
(1 +and
xh2 )background
jT2 /2 fluctuations.
x̂
h
kT2 the
= distribution out
(1.3)
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t i trigger axis (|π −
tails relative tohzthe
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E D
E D jet.E jT

is the jet fragmentation transverse momentum and we have taken
jT2
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√
A recent STAR paper [10] on π 0 -hadron correlations in sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au 0-12%
central collisions had very nice correlation functions for large enough 12 ≤ pT t ≤ 20 GeV/c so that
the v2 , v3 modulation of the background was negligible (Fig. 4). I made fits to these data [4] to
determine p2out so that I could calculate kT in p+p and Au+Au using Eq. 1.3. The results for
q
q
3 ≤ pTa ≤ 5.0 GeV/c were
kT2 = 2.5 ± 0.3 GeV/c for p+p and
kT2 = 1.4 ± 0.2 GeV/c, for
Au+Au, exactly the opposite of azimuthal broadening (Eq. 1.2)!

C) pout ﬁts are good

<p2out>=0.26±0.11 (GeV/c)2

<p2out>=0.85±0.20 (GeV/c)2

<p2out>=0.58±0.17 (GeV/c)2

Figure 4: Fits [4] to STAR π 0 -hadron correlation functions [10]: Gaussian in ∆φ on trigger side (∆φ ≈ 0), and Gaussian
Erice 2017
in pout on away-side with fitted values of p2out indicated.
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After considerable thought, I finally figured out what the problem was and introduced the
0
new kT [4]. For a di-jet produced in a hard scattering, the initial p̂T t and p̂Ta (Fig. 2) will both
be reduced by energy loss in the medium to become p̂0 T t and p̂0 Ta which will be measured by
the di-hadron correlations with pT t and pTa in Au+Au collisions. The azimuthal angle between
the di-jets, determined by the kT2 in the original collision, should not change as both jets lose
energy unless the medium induces multiple scattering from q̂. Thus, without q̂ and assuming the
same fragmentation transverse momentum jT2 in the original jets and those that have lost energy,
the D
pout E
between the away hadron with pTa and the trigger hadron with pT t will not change; but
2
0
the k T will be reduced because the ratio of the away to the trigger jets x̂0 h = p̂0 Ta / p̂0 T t will be
reduced. Thus the calculation of k0 T from the di-hadron p+p measurement to compare with Au+Au
measurements with the same di-hadron pT t and pTa must use the values of x̂h , and hzt i from the
Au+Au measurement to compensate for the energy lost by the original dijet in p+p collisions.
The same values of x̂h , and hzt i in Au+Au and p+p simplify Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3 to:
#

 " p2
2
out AA − pout pp
x̂h 2
hq̂Li /2 =
(1.4)
hzt i AA
xh2
3
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<p2out>=0.55±0.16 (GeV/c)2
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from which one could immediately get a reasonable answer for hq̂Li /2 from the p2out results
indicated on Fig. 4 if the values of x̂h and hzt i in the Au+Au measurement are known.

2. How to calculate hq̂Li from the Au+Au (and p+p) measurements for di-hadrons
with a trigger pT t and away-side pTa distribution.
From Eq. 1.4, we need p2out
with the STAR data [10].

pp

, p2out

AA

plus x̂h and hzt i in Au+Au. This will be illustrated

dP
d pTa

= N (n − 1)
pT t

1
1
x̂h (1 + x̂xhh )n

.

(2.1)

n = 8.1
xˆ h
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HighpTLHC17
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Figure 5: a) Plots of Eq. 2.1 for the values of x̂h indicated. b) Fits of Eq. 2.1 [4] to the STAR away-side zT distributions [10] in Au+Au 0-12% centrality,pand p+p, for 12 < pT t < 20 GeV/c. The Au+Au curve is a fit with
x̂hAA = 0.36 ± 0.05 with error corrected by χ 2 /dof. The points with the open circles are the yi and systematic errors σbi of the data points while the filled points are yi + εb σbi with errors σ̃i and εb = −1.3 ± 0.5. [4]

b) Fit the away-side peaks in the Au+Au and p+p correlation functions to gaussians in
pout : The gaussian fit directly gives p2out as was nicely shown for the STAR data in Fig. 4.
c) The power of hard scattering: the Bjorken parent-child relation and "trigger bias":
The hard-scattering pT spectra, dσ /pT d pT , at RHIC in the range 3 ≤ pT <
∼20 GeV/c for p+p
4
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a) x̂h for a given pT t can be calculated from the pTa distribution: The ratio of the away jet to
the trigger jet transverse momenta, x̂h = p̂T t / p̂Ta , can be calculated (Fig. 5) from the away
particle xh = pTa /pT t distributions, which were also given in the STAR paper. The formula
is [9], where n is the power of the pT spectra:
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tion at mid-rapidity at the LHC, where we plot the b⊥ × W (b⊥ ) of Eq. (3) as functions of b⊥ with S ( Q , b) in Eq. (5)
⃗⊥ = k⃗1⊥ + k⃗2⊥ distributions, where
er transformation of W (b⊥ ) would give the imbalance transverse momentum q
and Au+Au for all centralities follow
the same power law 1/pn with
erse momenta. Comparison between the two choices of the leading jet transverse momentum P ⊥ = 120, 50 GeV Tat

n = 8.10 ± 0.05 [11].
This is why RAA (pT ) for
and η in Fig. 1b are relatively constant over the same pT range.
The Bjorken parent-child relation [12] proved that the power n in p−n
T is the same in the jet
2
0
0
Q
.
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even
for
identical
jet
P
,
the
Sudakov
effects
ity
and fragment (π ) pT spectra. This is why πT can be used in place of the parent jet. However
are
smaller
RHIC energy,
since typical
x values
enterfor
the0–10% centrality is shifted
because
theattrigger
π 0 spectrum
for a given
pT t which
in Au+Au
collinear parton distributions
in
Eq.
(3)
are
larger.
down
by δ p /pTpp =4,20%
in p compared
to p+p [13], the hzt i for A+A and compensated
As shown Tin Fig.
we plot Tthe
√ same distributions 0for a typip+p
should
be calculated
[9]with
from the
pT spectrum
at pTppt /(1 −δ pT /pTpp ).
cal
dijet
production
at RHIC
S =measured
200 GeV. p+p
Here,π clearly,
we
can
the discussion,
medium induced
P T -broadening
hzt i =contribution
(Forsee
thethat
present
STAR measured
0.80 ± 0.05 is
from their p+p data [10].)
π0

4. Conclusions
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Table 1: Tabulations for q̂ [4] from STAR π 0 -h data [10]

q
q
√
2
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200GeV
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Tastudy of dijet
NN
T AAazimuthalk T
We have
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de-pp
correlation
in
heavy
ion
collision
to
probe
the
P
-broadening
Reaction
GeV/c GeV/c
GeV/c T
GeV/c
effects in the quark–gluon plasma. By taking into account addiAu+Au 0-12%
14.71
1.72
2.28 ± 0.35 1.01 ± 0.18
tional Sudakov effects, we found that at the LHC, the medium
Au+Au 0-12%
14.71
3.75
0.22 1.08
± 0.18
P T -broadening
effects are
negligible
in the 1.42
dijet±azimuthal
angular

hq̂Li
GeV2
8.41 ± 2.66
1.71 ± 0.67
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very important in the b ∼ 0.5 GeV−1 region. As a result, significant
P T -broadening
effectsme
can
found in
Fig.from
4 forthe
RHIC
experiments.
hq̂Li
This
method enabled
to be
calculate
p2out
values indicated on Fig. A.H.
4, now
with
Mueller
et al. / Physics Letters B 763 (2
In
particular,
the
P
broadening
effects
change
not
only
the
shape
sensible results (Table 1).T The results in the two pTa bins are at the edge of agreement, different by
but also the magnitude of the dijet azimuthal correlations in heavy
2.4σ ; but both are > 2.6σ from zero. These results leave several open issues as mentioned in the
ion collisions at RHIC. We are looking forward to these measureabstract.
ments in the near future [34].

distribution, which is consistent with the observations from the
ATLAS and CMS experiments. By contrast, we demonstrated that
the P T -broadening effects can be important at the RHIC energy
Homework
and we should be able to observe it in experiments. Future study
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of this physics
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for the jetk1energy
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heavy
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the relativistic
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6: Prediction
by Al Mueller
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the di-jet
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√
√
a) 35 GeV jets at RHIC sNN = 200 GeV; and b) 50 GeV jets at the LHC sNN = 2.76 TeV where “pT broadening

effects are negligible" [14].

effects are negligible at the LHC, where the three curves (corresponding to three different choices for Q s ) almost lay on top of
each other. This also explains why the azimuthal angular correlation in dijet productions does not change from pp to A A collisions
at the LHC
5 for the kinematical region studied in the ATLAS and
CMS measurements.
Nevertheless, the above conclusions can dramatically change
when we switch from the LHC to RHIC. First of all, the jet transverse momentum can be brought down to 35 GeV at RHIC, which
significantly reduces the Sudakov effects due to smaller virtual-
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